
Commissioning status of Subaru laser guide star adaptiveoptis systemYutaka Hayanoa, Hideki Takamia, Shin Oyaa, Masayuki Hattoria, Yoshihiko Saitoa, MakotoWatanabeb, Olivier Guyona,, Yosuke Minowaa, Sebastian E. Egnera, Meguru Itoa, VinentGarrela, Stephen Colleya, Taras Golotaa, Masanori IyedaSubaru Telesope, National Astronomial Observatory of Japan, 650 North A'ohoku Plae,Hilo, HI, USA 96720;bDepartment of Cosmosienes, Graduate Shool of Siene, Hokkaido University, Kita-10,Nishi-8, Kita-ku, Sapporo, Japan 060-0810;Department of Astronomy/Steward Observatory, University of Arizona, 933 North CherryAvenue, Tuson, AZ 85721-0065;dNational Astronomial Observatory of Japan, 2-21 Osawa, Mitaka, Tokyo, Japan 181-8588ABSTRACTThe urrent status of ommissioning and reent results in performane of Subaru laser guide star adaptive optissystem is presented. After the �rst light using natural guide stars with limited on�guration of the system inOtober 2006, we onentrated to omplete a �nal on�guration for a natural guide star to serve AO188 to anopen use observation. On sky test with full on�gurations using natural guide star started in August 2008, andopened to a publi one month later. We ontinuously ahieved around 0.6 to 0.7 of Strehl ratio at K band usinga bright guide star around 9th to 10th magnitude in R band. We found an unexpetedly large wavefront errorin our laser launhing telesope. The modi�ation to �x this large wavefront error was made and we resumedthe haraterization of a laser guide star in February 2009. Finally we obtained a round-shaped laser guide star,whose image size is about 1.2 to 1.6 arse under the typial seeing ondition. We are in the �nal phase ofommissioning. A di�ration limited image by our AO system using a laser guide star will be obtained in theend of 2010. An open use observation with laser guide star system will start in the middle of 2011.Keywords: adaptive optis, laser guide star, urvature sensor, bimorph mirror, Subaru Telesope1. INTRODUCTIONA urvature sensing tehnique is one of the most eÆient AO system1 The �rst generation AO system attahed onCassegrain fous of the Subaru Telesope, AO36,2 has 36 elements urvature wavefront sensor and 36-elementsbimorph deformable mirror. We deided to push forward the merit of this eÆieny up to 188 elements ofurvature sensing tehnique for a seond generation AO system at Subaru Telesope.3, 4 Also a single sodiumlaser guide star system is inorporated to our seond generation AO system to maximize the sky overage.5 Theprojet of AO188 was funded in 2002. We got 5 years' budget for fabriation and onstrution of the system andonseutive 5 years' budget for ommissioning and siene program.2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW2.1 System layoutA new urvature AO system with 188 elements, AO188, is mounted at Nasmyth fous of the Subaru Telesope,instead of at Cassegrain fous. A faility instrument, the infrared amera and spetrograph, IRCS, whih wasformerly at Cassegrain fous with AO36, is modi�ed to use at Nasmyth fous with AO188. A laser system needslean and thermally stabilized environment to guarantee a stable operation in output power, beam quality, andFurther author information: (Send orrespondene to Yutaka Hayano)Yutaka Hayano.: E-mail: hayano�subaru.naoj.org, Telephone: 1 808 934 5941



Figure 1. The layout of laser guide star AO system at Subaru Telesope. AO system and the laser are mounted on theNasmyth platform. We mount the laser launhing telesope behind the seondary mirror. The laser beam is transferredfrom the laser room to the laser launhing telesope by the optial �ber.osillating wavelength. Thus, a thermally stabilized laser lean room is built at a stable Nasmyth platform. Anoptial �ber transfers a laser beam from the laser lean room to a laser launhing telesope behind the seondarymirror of Subaru Telesope. While the optial �ber is installed permanently to Subaru Telesope, the laserlaunhing telesope need to attah and detah for every demand of laser projetion to the sky. Figure 1 showsa system layout to the Subaru Telesope.2.2 AO system desriptionAO188 is mounted between Subaru Telesope and siene instruments. There is no pik-o� mirror, so that weneed to moved away AO188 if siene instruments do not want to use AO188.Figure 2 shows a optial layout of AO188. AO188 reeives f/13.9 beam from the telesope. Field of view tosiene instruments is designed as 2 armin. The �rst optial omponent is a derotator (AO IMR in Figure 2),whih an rotate the �eld on sky. We use three-mirrors system to hange the orientation of the �eld on sky aswell as the telesope pupil pattern. The o�-axis parabola (OAP1in Figure 2) ollimates the beam and imagesthe telesope pupil on the deformable mirror. The pupil size on the deformable mirror is 90 mm. Betweenthe �rst o�-axis parabola and deformable mirror, we insert an atmospheri dispersion olletor (ADC in Figure2). The ADC is designed to ompensate an hromati dispersion by atmosphere from visible to near infrared.6Deformable mirror with 188 elements7 is mounted on a tip-tilt mount (DM/TT in Figure 2). Sine the temporalbandwidth limit of the tip-tilt mount is quite limited, only averaged o�set of tip-tilt on the deformable mirror



Figure 2. The optial layout of AO188.is fed bak to the tip-tilt mount. The stroke of eah axis of tip-tilt mount is �5 arse. O�set on the tip-tiltmount is o�-loaded to the telesope pointing. For the observation aimed in the thermal near infrared wavelengthlonger than 2.5 �m, the o�set on the tip-tilt mount shift a thermal bakground on the siene detetor. Thus weo�oad a tip-tilt o�set on the deformable mirror diretly to the telesope seondary mirror.8 The seond o�-axisparabola (OAP2 in Figure 2) onverges the beam again into foal ratio of 13.9.Prior to siene instruments, beamsplitters (BS1 in Figure 2) reet a part of light for wavefront sensing.Three beamsplitters in total an be mounted to the automated exhange system. One beamsplitter reets avisible light shorter than 900 nm.9 Seond one reets shorter than about 635 nm, whih is used for an optialsiene instruments. Third one is for an infrared wavefront sensor.We have two wavefront sensors. One is a 188 sub-aperture urvature wavefront sensor as a high-orderwavefront sensing and another is a 2�2 sub-aperture Shak-Hartmann wavefront sensor as a low-order wavefrontsensing, espeially for tip-tilt and fous.Another beamsplitter (BS2 in Figure 2), whih is optimized to reet a light from a sodium laser guide star,divides optial paths to two wavefront sensors. When we use only a natural guide star, a high-reetive mirrorsends all light to the high-order wavefront sensor. We an swith between these two modes using automatedexhange system.A guide star is seleted by a two-mirror system to wavefront sensors. We an selet a guide star di�erentfrom the siene objet within the 2 armin diameter �eld for the high-order wavefront sensor. (AU1 M1 and



AU1 M2 in Figure 2) The low-order wavefront sensor has a wider seletable �eld of view of searhing a guidestar at 2.7 armin. (AU2 M1 and AU2 M2 in Figure 2) Two-mirror system, worked as a guide star aquisitionsystem, ontrols the position as well as the fous of siene objet on a siene amera.The �eld of view of the high-order wavefront sensor is 4 arse. We also use a �eld stop (Iris inside the high-order WFS in Figure 2) down to 1 arse to redue a sky bakground and aliasing e�et in urvature sensing. Avibrating mirror (VM inside the high-order WFS in Figure 2), plaed at foal position, an moves bak and forthof the position of telesope pupil on the 188-elements �xed lenslet array. The distane from the pupil plane tomeasure the urvature an be hanged by the vibrating amplitude of the mirror. Light orreted by eah lensletarray is injeted to a large-ore multi mode optial �bers and feeds to a photon ounting APDs.10 The geometryof eletrodes on the deformable mirror and that of lenslets in the high-order wavefront sensor are well mathed.Sampling rate of high-order wavefront is seletable. We use 1 kHz sampling typially.The low-order wavefront sensor has 4 arse �eld of view, same as high-order wavefront sensor. We plaed2�2-element lenslet array at the position where the telesope pupil is onjugated, and 4�4-element lenslet arrayis loated at the foal position of 2�2-element lenslet array, instead of putting a CCD array. Multi mode optial�bers are mounted exatly where the foal position of 4�4-element lenslet array. A photon ounting APDs arealso used to detet the light orreted by the 4�4-element lenslet array with optial �ber.112.3 Laser guide star systemA oherent light soure at sodium resonane spetral line at 589 nm is generated by a sum-frequeny mixing oftwo Nd:YAG laser at the wavelength of 1064 nm and 1319 nm.12, 13 Periodially poled MgO-doped stoihiometrilithium tantalate (PPMgO:SLT) rystal is used for sum-frequeny generation. The average output power wasstarted from 4.5 W in 2006 and �nally it reahed at 6.8 W after a �ne tuning of laser system.14 The laser isloated in the thermally stabilized laser lean room. The room temperature is ontrolled at 22 degree Celsius.Stability of the room temperature is within 0.1 degree during the laser operation.The laser beam is foused by a o�-the-shelf doublet lens onto a solid-ore photoni rystal �ber (PCF), whosemode �eld diameter is about 14.3 �m. Both the doublet lens and the onnetor jaket of PCF are mountedon the 3-axis linear stages. The adjustment the position and the distane between the tip of the PCF and lensallows us to maximize the oupling eÆieny. The maximum overall throughput of the optial �ber we ahievedis about 75 %.15, 16 The laser launhing telesope is mounted behind the seondary mirror of the telesope. Theaperture size of the laser launhing telesope is 500 mm, while the input aperture size is 40 mm. Thus this is abeam expander, whose magni�ation is 12.5. The telesope has three mirrors, primary, seondary and tertiary,similar to a bent Cassegrain telesope. We found that the wavefront error at the enter area degrades the imagequality at the sodium layer, whih is aused by the stress at the onnetion between the primary enter area andthe tertiary support struture. Finally, the wavefront error within a full aperture is redued by less than 100 nmafter the modi�ation of the mehanial struture.The laser beam oming out from the PCF at the laser launhing telesope is ollimated by the lens. Wehose the beam size about 25 mm. The steering of the laser beam is done by moving the lens laterally to theoptial axis. The steering step is designed as 0.1 arse on sky. It is not neessary to steer a pointing diretion ofthe launhed beam in real time, sine the position error of the laser guide star is ompensated by the dediatedtip-tilt mirror inside the high-order wavefront sensor (LGS TT inside the high-order WFS in Figure 2). Tip-tilto�set on the dediated tip-tilt mirror is o�oaded by the position orretion at the guide star aquisition systemin front of the high-order wavefront sensor. The averaged fous error measured by the laser guide star indiatesthe estimation error of the mean altitude of the laser guide star. The o�set of fous error is also ompensatedby the aquisition guide star unit. The rest of higher-order wavefront error is fed bak to the deformable mirror.3. OVERVIEW OF CURRENT STATUS3.1 Performane using natural guide starsWe are monitoring the performane of AO188 using natural guide star sine 2008. The Strehl ratio at K bandfor various brightness of guide stars are plotted in Figure 3. We ahieved the Strehl ratio around 0.6 to 0.7 forthe bright guide stars. The Strehl ratio is still larger than 0.2 even though the guide star magnitude is around



Figure 3. The estimated Strehl ratio as a funtion of the brightness of guide stars at K band, 2.2 �m.15 in R band. Sampling rate was 1 kHz for all ased from bright to faint guide stars. Sine the photon-ountingAPDs have no readout noise, the performane using the fainter guide star was not apparently degrade.The detail performane, inluding the isoplanati angle and the Strehl ratio at other wavelength, is desribedin the other paper.173.2 On sky evaluation of laser guide starSeveral engineering observation to reate a laser guide star reveals that a typial image size in full width halfmaximum is around 1.2 to 1.6 arse at zenith under a averaged seeing ondition. Figure 4 shows a example oflaser guide star image, taken by the CCD amera in the high-order wavefront sensor. The exposure time is 20seond. The brightness of a laser guide star at zenith was about equivalent magnitude of 10.7 in R band . Weestimated that the laser power just after the launhing telesope is around 4 W.The brightness of a laser guide star as a funtion of elevation is also evaluated.14 Simple geometrial modelpredits that the brightness of a laser guide star dereases by air mass, beause the brightness dereases a squareof a distane to a laser guide star, whih is proportional to a square of air mass, and the brightness inreaseslinearly of olumn length of sodium layer, whih is proportional to air mass. Our measurement mathed thismodel predition approximately.Also the brightness hange due to a wavelength o�set was measured as well.18 We found an unexpetedlywide tunable range, with whih a laser guide star has enough brightness. Measuring a bandwidth of laser beamrelayed by the PCF, the spetral broadening was found due to a self phase modulation e�et inside the PCF.This is aused by a high peak power in the PCF. While the initial spetral bandwidth of the laser is 1.7 GHz,the output laser after PCF has about 8 GHz. We roughly estimated that the eÆieny of return signal of sodiumuoresene light is degraded by a fator of 4 or 5.3.3 Estimation of limiting magnitude of low-order wavefront sensorWe estimated the limiting magnitude of low-order wavefront sensor. The averaged photo-ounts of eah APDsat the low-order wavefront sensor for faint guide stars are plotted in Figure 5. Based on our experiene of



Figure 4. An image of laser guide star at zenith taken by the CCD amera in the high-order wavefront sensor. Thebrightness of the laser guide star is about equivalent magnitude of 10.7 in R band. The image size at the full width halfmaximum is 1.5 arse.estimating a limiting magnitude of high-order wavefront sensor, We assume that a wavefront error in tip-tilt andfous an be measured at the photo-ounts of APDs of 10 for eah sampling rate at 100 Hz. Figure 5 indiatesthat the guide star at the magnitude around 18 in R band an be used as a tip-tilt and fous natural guide star.Unfortunately, we had a serious trouble in deformable mirror at this experiment, so that we ould not evaluatethe losed loop performane itself using the faint guide star.4. SCHEDULE OF COMMISSIONINGWe are in the �nal phase of ommissioning. Most omponents will be modi�ed, integrated and tested by theend of Otober in 2010. The engineering observation and open use observation using natural guide star willresume in November, 2010. Seven nights in total for engineering observation have been assigned until the end ofJanuary, 2011. Performane evaluation of AO188 using a laser guide will be ontinued until the end of 2011. Therisk-shared open use observation using a laser guide star will start during the �nal ommissioning phase aroundin the middleo of 2011. Finally, AO188 with a laser guide star will be served fully to open use observation in2012. 5. SUMMARYThe ommissioning of the next generation AO for Subaru Telesope, AO188, is in the �nal phase. The AO188system using a natural guide star has been served to open use observation sine 2008. We ahieved around 0.6 to0.7 of Strehl ratio at K band using a bright guide star around 9th to 10th magnitude in R band. We sueededto reate a laser guide star in good quality. The image size is about 1.2 to 1.6 arse under the typial seeingondition. Final integration and testing is going on until Otober, 2010. Then we resume on sky evaluationthrough an engineering observation espeially for using a laser guide star. After performane evaluation aboutone year in 2011, AO188 with a laser guide star will be served to risk-shared open use observation in the middleof 2011. Most of the risks will be redued by 2012.
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